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Anna: Hello, I'm Anna Jones and this is Weekender. This weekend we’re taking a 

look at a story about a piano and its unusual home.  

Well pianos are normally found in building for obvious reasons. However 

there’s one piano in a city in the north of England that has a more unusual 

home – in the street.  Why is it in the street? Well have a listen to Nick 

Rosewall who explains why his friend’s piano was left in the street.    

 

NICK ROSEWALL  

Well when we were moving into our new house, my mate Doug couldn’t get his piano up the 

steps ‘cos they were too steep. So he ended up leaving the piano on the pavement and all of a 

sudden we found that local people started to play it and it very quickly became known as the 

street piano. 

 

Anna: Nick describes his friend Doug as his “mate” – if you describe someone as 

“mate” then it’s a friendly and very informal way of addressing someone.  

Anyway Nick and  Doug  had a problem when they were trying to move a 

piano into their new house.  They couldn’t get Doug’s piano into the house as 

the steps were too “steep.” If something is “steep” then it rises at a very sharp 

angle and is difficult to go up.  So instead of trying to get the piano into the 

house they “ended up” leaving it on the pavement. Now Nick used the phrasal 

verb “end up” - if you end up in a particular place or situation then you finally 

find yourself in a place or situation. So finally they ended up by leaving the 

piano on the pavement.  As the piano was sitting on the pavement, “local 

people” - people who lived nearby – started playing it and so it became known 

as the “street piano.” The street piano was very popular with local people but 
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not everyone was happy about it staying on the pavement. Who was not happy 

about the piano and what did they say they would do?  

 

NICK ROSEWALL  

At some point the council threatened to take it away ‘cos they said it was an obstruction to 

the pavement and all the local players were up in arms about it and put notes all over the 

piano saying, “Please save the street piano.”  We thought we were going to lose it but it 

looks like we might be able to save it. 

 

Anna: Well it was the local council – the people elected to govern a local area – who 

objected to the piano and they threatened – they warned Nick and Doug that 

they would take it away.  The council described it as an “obstruction” – an 

obstruction is a blockage that stops things or people moving freely.  In this 

case the council said that the piano was preventing people from walking easily 

along the pavement.  However the reaction from the local people who had 

started to enjoy playing the street piano was very different. They were “up in 

arms about it,”  The informal expression “up in arms over something” means 

to be very angry. They were so angry that they started putting notes all over the 

piano “Please save the street piano.”  What happened then? Listen again.  

 

NICK ROSEWALL  

At some point the council threatened to take it away ‘cos they said it was an obstruction to 

the pavement and all the local players were up in arms about it and put notes all over the 

piano saying, “Please save the street piano.”  We thought we were going to lose it but it 

looks like we might be able to save it. 

 

Anna: Following the protests by the local piano players who wanted to keep the piano 

on the pavement Nick tells us that they hope to be able to keep it after all. A 

happy ending. Here’s his mate Doug reading out some out the messages of 

support that were left on the piano.  
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DOUG 

These are all the messages of support that people have stuck on the piano. One of them says – 

“Don’t get rid of the street piano, its part of our heritage now. We love you street piano.”  

And another says:  “I find I trip over wheelie bins much more often than pianos. Save the 

street piano.”  

 

Anna: So one piano supporter says that the piano is “part of our heritage now” – its 

part of their local culture. Another says in a jokey way that they find they trip 

or fall over wheelie bins – large dustbins on wheels – more  than pianos. 

Finally here are older members of the community who want to keep the piano.  

Listen out for the phrase: “ its a legend in its own lifetime – its something that 

is famous and admired during its life.  

VOX 

I think its great – I think its wonderful because as I walk by young people just seem to come 

along and have a go on it. I think its great – a legend in its own lifetime.These are all the 

messages of support that people have stuck on the piano. One of them says – “Don’t get rid of 

the street piano, its part of our heritage now. We love you street 

 

Anna: That's all from this edition of Weekender, I'm off home now to play my piano.  


